Antonio Balderas, Voice of the Poor and Incarcerated!

No prison for old men! 9-27-19

It appears to me that the state of Illinois, along with other states, are using prisons for the new live in geriatric centers, while doubling up as a mental institution as well, totally and purposely absolving the other state run institutions and agencies from their responsibilities!!!

The genius behind such a machinations scheme and ploy is that poverty and crime is the truth that the state run prisons are feeding from at an intake rate not seen since the Atlantic Slave Trade...

The old and infirm lay dead or dying after entering the point's of no return, which are the entry to the I-DOC.

The shame of it all is that the men young and old are crying out for redemption and a sincere opportunity to earn their way back into society through restorative justice and real prison reform... Is prison all there is?

I say prison is no place for old men.
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PART TWO

PRACTICE through out prison across the United States, in fact prison industries have become the cash-cow(s) for rural-America. More over these machinations and schemes aren't new. In fact in this clever Machiavellian plot the I-0-0-C and other prisons creates jobs by exaggerating the REAL dangerousness of prison...

I've coined their tactics as the AL-CAPONE and CTI-RAB technique...

The hook is to suggest through exaggerated numbers and statistics that Illinois, I.e. Chicago and adjoining suburbs are over flowing with criminals commuting crimes...

In a bogus theory this statistic suggests that more guards and police are needed to help lock-up an over-flowing criminal enterprise that are roaming the streets...

In conclusion its clear that the I-0-0-C has created a Shakespearean prison industrialized complex system thats disguised as a real rehabilitation apparatus when in fact its a political and economical feeding trough for politicians and private business owners.
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